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Anihan Magazine is a semi-annual, 
bi-lingual publication of the Applied 
Communications Division (ACD) under 
the Philippine Center for Postharvest 
Development and Mechanization 
(PHilMech).

The magazine features success stories 
of PHilMech's technology adopters, 
as well as its generators. Apart from 
technology adopters and generators, 
we also feature stories from the 
agency's partners and the people 
behind PHilMech's recognizable 
technologies.

If you would like to make any 
comments, suggestions or even have 
your article published, please feel free 
to e-mail us at:
webteam.philmech@gmail.com

ABOUT THE MAGAZINE

In a male-dominated field such as 
agriculture, the efforts of women are 
often overlooked as we tend to put more 
value in the efforts of men. However, 
with much added support, women can 
hold their head high knowing that they 
can work together with men and be at 
par with them, too.
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There are many laws passed in favor of women.

These laws include the RA 9710 or the Magna Carta of Women, RA 11210 or the 105-day Expanded 
Maternity Leave Law, RA 9262 or the Anti-Violence Against Women and Their Children, RA 7882 or the 
Assistance to Small-Scale Women Entrepreneurs, RA 7877 or the Anti-Sexual Harassment Act, RA 6725 

or the Prohibition on Discrimination Against Women, and so forth.

No wonder, a male colleague once posed this question: 
“Aren’t men being discriminated upon?” 

A big no.
Women have been the disadvantaged sector for so long. It is only recent that they are getting their 
due credit. Women are not the weaker sex. They can stand side by side with men. This is their time 

to show their capabilities whether in politics, business, academe, media, science and technology, and 
agriculture. 

Even the ordinary women, they deserve to know and fight for their basic women’s rights.

This issue of Anihan Magazine has for its theme, Gender and Development. It is in celebration of the 
life of women and gender-sensitive men who have contributed to nation building and development. 
They are the empowered women and men of PHilMech, its partners and beneficiaries, sharing their 

stories to the world. 

It is time they are heard, seen, and admired.

EDITORIAL
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WHAT IS 

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT?

The International Labour 
Organization defines GAD 

as giving equal rights, 
responsibilities and 

opportunities to everyone

PHilMech designs and promotes the 
commercial use of improved postharvest 

facilities and equipment of selected 
commercial crops to men and women of 

different sectors to reduce postharvest losses 
and increase income derived from value-

adding postharvest operations

To see some of PHilMech's gender-friendly technologies, check out our MEKA-alaman section on page 34!

16/153
According to the World Economic Forum (WEF) 
Gender Gap report, the Philippines ranks 16th 
out of 153 countries for 2020, closing its overall 
gender gap by 78 percent.

2ND IN EAST ASIA AND PACIFIC

With a score of 0.781 in 2020 on the Global 
Gender Gap Index, the Philippines ranks second 
in the East Asia and the Pacific region for its 
overall gender gap. New Zealand ranks first in 
this category.

The Philippine Commission on Women 
defined Gender and Development 

(GAD) as the development perspective 
and process that is participatory and 

empowering, equitable, sustainable, free 
from violence, respectful of human rights, 

supportive of self-determination and 
actualization of human potentials.

A big part of GAD is the Magna Carta for 
Women (MCW) or R.A. 9710, which was 
approved on August 14, 2009. MCW is a 

comprehensive women's human rights law 
that mandates non-discriminatory and pro-

gender equality and equity measures to enable 
women’s participation in the formulation, 
implementation and evaluation of policies 
and plan for national, regional and local 

development.R.A. 9710

MCW



Since GAD is about equality, we need to achieve these:

- PHilMech Website 
- International Labour 
Organization website
- World Economic Forum

Equality of opportunity and 
treatment in employment 

Equal remuneration for 
work of equal value

Equal access to safe and healthy 
working environments and social 

security

Equality in association and 
collective bargaining

Equality in obtaining 
meaningful career 

development

A balance between work and 
home life that is both fair to both 

women and men

Equal participation in 
decision-making at all levels

GENDER AND DEVELOPMENT

Sources

GENDER IS WOMEN ONLY

FALSE. While historically, women have been (and 
often continue to be) left out in decision-making, 
considering gender is about understanding the 

local gender dynamics than it is about solely 
focusing on women. 

GENDER FOCUSES ON THE VULNERABLE

Gender is not about empowering the vulnerable. Providing 
women with a voice can strengthen disaster and climate risk 
reduction approaches as well as reduce gender inequalities.

COSTLY, COMPLEX, TIME-
CONSUMING

FALSE. Gender-responsive approach is a better risk 
reduction approach. Gender-responsive approaches 

can contribute to transforming gender relations in the 
society.

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS



WOMEN ACHIEVERS: 

Making a difference
BY MILA B. GONZALEZ

What does it take to be a woman of impact? A woman of legacy? A woman of style and substance? A woman of the earth? 
A woman of the future? She is empowered.

THE EMPOWERED WOMAN

Oxford defines empowerment as “the process of becoming stronger and more confident, especially in controlling one’s life 
and claiming one’s rights."By definition, an empowered woman knows who she is (strengths and weaknesses included). She is 

confident and loves herself – even her imperfections. 

An empowered woman lives for a purpose. She gives wholeheartedly—time, talent, treasure—for a dream, for a cause. Although 
vulnerable at times, an empowered woman continues to learn and grow so that she can share her knowledge and skills to her 

audience, clients, beneficiaries. An empowered woman is an achiever.

WOMEN ACHIEVERS IN HISTORY

There are many great women who have made valuable contribution to humanity. The likes of Marie Curie, Helen Keller, 
Princess Diana, Rachel Carlson, Greta Thunberg are among these women achievers. They all lived for a purpose.

Marie Curie was a French physicist who won the Nobel Prize twice. She is considered a woman of impact. She 
and her husband Pierre pioneered on radioactivity research. This paved the way for the treatment of cancer.

Helen Keller, although a blind and deaf American author and lecturer, she is a woman of legacy. She has proven 
that disabilities cannot hinder a woman to reach her dreams. She was an activist for disability rights.

Princess Diana of Wales, a woman of style, has transformed herself from a shy, innocent wife of Prince Charles to a 
woman with a cause-- supporting charities for children, fighting for the banning of landmines, and causing awareness 

on cancer, AIDS and mental illness.

Rachel Carlson is a woman of the earth. A marine biologist, her book Silent Spring led to the banning of the use of 
dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), a cancer-causing pesticide.
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"Filipino women can lead in a 
male-dominated profession like 
diplomacy"

AMBASSADOR

DELIA DOMINGO ALBERT
The Woman of Impact awardee during the Women  
Entrepreneurship Summit 2020 by GO Negosyo

"The Philippines, as a country, gives 
you the ability to live with a purpose. 
Whatever you do has an impact, 
beyond just money"
PRESIDENT & CEO - MAGSAYSAY GROUP OF COMPANIES

DORIS MAGSAYSAY HO
The Woman of Impact awardee during the Women  
Entrepreneurship Summit 2020 by GO Negosyo

Taken from GO Negosyo FB page

Taken from Institute for 
Societal Leadership-Singapore 
Management University

Florence Nightingale—if she is alive today, she 
would aptly be given the title “woman of the 
world,” because as a frontliner, she would be 
battling the COVID-19 pandemic. During her 
time, Nightingale led a team of nurses to care for 
the sick soldiers of the Crimean War, reducing 
multiple deaths in the process.

Time Magazine’s 2019 Person of the Year, Greta 
Thunberg, is a 16-year old Swedish climate crisis 
activist. She could very well classify as a woman 
of the future.

WOMEN ACHIEVERS FROM THE 
PHILIPPINES

In celebration of the International Women’s 
Month, women achievers were recognized 
during the Women Entrepreneurship Summit 
2020 at the World Trade Center, Pasay City on 
March 2 to 3, 2020. The rare occasion, organized 
by the ASEAN Business Advisory Council of the 
Philippines and the Go Negosyo, gathered more 
than 12,000 women from the public and private 
sectors to see and hear women achievers in Asia.

Members of the PHilMech GAD Focal Point 
System also participated in this event in 
celebration of Women's month.

Renowned Filipinas like Delia Albert, Doris 
Magsaysay-Ho, Catriona Gray, Charo Santos-
Conchio, Georgina Wilson, Dalareich Polot, 
Rosalind Wee, Gay Jane Perez, and many more 
shared their stories and insights on how it is 
to be a woman of impact, legacy, style and 
substance.  What does it take them to be a 
woman of the earth, of the world and of the 
future?

Ambassador Delia Domingo Albert, a woman 
of impact, is a career diplomat. She is fluent in 
eight languages. She was the former Secretary of 
Foreign Affairs of the Philippines from December 
2003 to August 2004.    

Former President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo 
conferred her the “Order of Sikatuna” with 
the rank of a Datu for her exceptional and 
meritorious services to the Republic of the 
Philippines. Her work in international politics and 

diplomacy also gained her significant recognition. 
She is considered one of the ASEAN heroes.
Ambassador Delia said:” Filipino women can lead in 
a male-dominated profession like diplomacy.”

Doris Magsaysay Ho is another woman of impact. 
She is President and Chief Executive Officer of the 
Magsaysay Group of Companies which is involved 
in shipping, logistics, human resources, and tourism. 
In 2012, she was recognized as Global Filipino 
Executive of the year at the Asia CEO Awards.
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"Legacy is about giving 
contribution, not a recognition. 
...Women are truly empowered 
when they define for themselves 
truly what success is."

MISS UNIVERSE 2018

CATRIONA GRAY
The Women of Legacy awardee during
the Women Entrepreneurship Summit 
2020 by GO Negosyo
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"...We are really blessed. I am so glad of 
being a Filipina - we can communicate to 

the world. We have the resources. We 
just have to be creative and innovative 

on the products we make"

BOHOL'S CHOCOLATE PRINCESS

DALAREICH POLOT
The Women of Earth awardee during

the Women Entrepreneurship Summit 
2020 by GO Negosyo

Video Screenshot taken from The Bottomline with Boy Abunda

“The Philippines, as a country, gives you the 
ability to live with a purpose. Whatever you do 
has an impact, beyond just money,” said Doris.

Two celebrities also shared insights on legacy: 
Ms. Universe 2018 Catriona Gray, and ABS-CBN 
Executive Consultant Mrs. Charo Santos-Concio.

To Catriona, “Legacy is giving a contribution, 
not a recognition.” She believes that “women 
are truly empowered when they define for 
themselves truly what success is.”

Charo sees legacy as “giving something with 
meaning, with significance.” 

She encouraged women to speak out if they 
think they are right. 

“There should be no hindrances. We create our 
own walls,” Charo said.

Women of style, Dr. Vicki Belo-Kho and Ms. 
Georgina Wilson, also shared their views on fear 
which many women face in their struggles to 
achieve their goals.

Dr. Vicki is a famous dermatologist of the stars. 
She is the founder, CEO and medical director 
of the Belo Medical Group, a leading company 
of cosmetic dermatology and surgery in the 
Philippines.

Dr. Vicki, on confronting fear, advised women 
to be ready and plan. “…Walang tao dito na 
walang anxiety. I think nakakatulong dito ang 
pag-prepare talaga, be the best that you can. 
Ako, nakakatulong sa akin ang reciting scriptures 
to myself…” (There is no one here without 
anxiety. I think it helps to really prepare, be the 
best that you can. For me, reciting scriptures to 
myself helps me…)

Georgina Wilson is the co-founder of Sunnies 
Studios, Sunnies Face, Sunnies Cafe, Philippines. 
For Georgina “fear should empower you.”

Women of the earth like Dalareich Polot also 
shared her story. When she was a young girl, 
she sold tablea that her mother made. Now, 
she markets her Ginto Chocolates to the world. 
This woman who bagged the gold award in the 
London-based Academy of Chocolates Award in 
2019 is Bohol’s Chocolate Princess.
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Taken from GO Negosyo FB page

“…We are really blessed. I am so glad of being a 
Filipina – we can communicate to the world.  We 
have the resources. We just have to be creative 
and innovative on the products we make,” 
Dalareich said.

Dr. Rosalind Wee, the"Seaweed Queen", co-
founder of W Group of Companies, is another 
woman of the earth. Dr. Rosalind owns W 
Hydrocolloids, Inc, one of the Philippines’ 
biggest exporter of dried seaweeds which is 
used to make carrageenan. This is a major 
ingredient in dairy, meat and personal care 
products because of its gelling, thickening, 
texturing and stabilizing properties.

According to Dr. Rosalind, “life is a choice. I 
choose to go out and prove to everybody that 
nothing is impossible. And of course to thank 
God for choosing me as His instrument to inspire 
people.”

Joyce Pring-Triviño, TV and podcast host, 
described a woman of the world: “being a 
woman of the world is really finding solutions to 
problems that happen not only locally but also 
globally.”

One such woman of the world is dermatologist 
Dr. Aivee Teo, co-founder of Aivee Group 
Philippines. In her words, “I don’t think that 
beauty should be limited to a privileged few.  
Everybody should have access to beauty.  …I 
served the marginalized through my foundation, 
Beauty Beyond Borders.”

Meanwhile, Dr. Gay Jane Perez, associate 
professor of the Institute of Environmental 
Science and Meteorology at the University of 
the Philippines-Diliman campus, is a woman 
of the future. Her works on the use of satellite 
observation for precision agriculture has won for 
her the 4th ASEAN US Science Award in 2018.

Dr. Jane said, “Farmers can be advised early on 
where to plant and what to plant and if there 
will be drought, when to irrigate…We can also 
advise them to harvest or plant earlier.”

These women are just among the women 
achievers in the country recognized during the 
Women Entrepreneurship Summit 2020. They 
are proofs that women can be great in their 
paths if they choose to.  These empowered 
women achievers make a real difference in 
the lives of people and in the community they 
belonged.

Taken from GO Negosyo FB page
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Dr. Rosalind Wee, a Woman of the Earth awardee, 
co-founder of W Group of Companies and owner 
of W Hydrocolloids. 

(L-R) TV Host Bianca Gonzalez talks to the Women of Style: Chiangmai Ballet Academy and Thailand's first woman 
Senator Mom Luang Preeyapun Sridhavat, Belo Medical Group's Dr. Vicky Belo, celebrity socialite Tessa Prieto-
Valdes, Sunnies Studios' Georgina Wilson-Byrnad, and Brilliant Skin Essentials' Glenda Victorio. 



BY GIO ANTON T. BARROGA

TURNING A THOUSAND TO MILLIONS

A 20-minute drive from the port of Jordan, 
Guimaras, will bring you to McNester Food 
Products in Brgy. San Isidro, Buenaventura, 
Guimaras. McNester, specializing in creating 
food products from mangoes, calamansi, 
pineapples and other commodities, makes sure 
that their products are of high quality for people 
to enjoy.

Behind the success of McNester is Rebecca 
Tubongbanua, a woman agri-preneur and a 
conferred Magsasakang Siyentista (Farmer 
-Scientist) in 2007. SHE started McNester back 
in August 19, 2003 with her small savings of Php 
7000. As a chemist graduate, Rebecca uses her 
knowledge to produce various products.

At first, Rebecca used her sister-in-law's kitchen 
until she was able to purchase McNester’s current 
building. The previous owner, a Korean Bible 
School, specifically wanted Rebecca to own the 
building because of McNester's great benefit to 
the community. Now, McNester is transformed 
into a multi-million food firm that, not only 
produces quality food products, but also focuses 
on helping out the community.

UTILIZING THE MCSTD

As a grant from PHilMech, Rebecca received a 
multi-commodity solar tunnel dryer (MCSTD). 
The technology is designed to efficiently and 
hygenically dry various commodities. It is made 
of locally sourced materials and can be easily 
assembled and dismantled. 

When Rebecca received the MCSTD in 2013, 
mango was no long on-season. Thus, it was only 
in 2014, that she started to use the technology. 
Rebecca also uses the technology for drying 
calamansi peels and seeds during the off-season 
of mangoes that they also process and turn to 
pasalubongs.

Even with the MCSTD in her possession, 
Rebecca still uses the rotary-type dryer for drying  
mangoes. In an ideal setting, she uses the two 
technologies in tandem, allowing her to dry more 
mangoes. However, the MCSTD does have its 
limitations compared to the rotary dryer.

Rebecca explained that the MCSTD very 
weather-dependent. When the temperatures 
are high, she has to check the products being 
dried more often. For mangoes, if they are too 

If there's one thing that 
Guimaras is known for, 
it's mangoes. Dubbed as 

the “Mango Capital" of the 
Philippines, Guimaras is home 
to more than 50,000 mango 
trees that are known to 
produce one of the sweetest 
mangoes in the world. 

With the help of a PHilMech 
technology, a business such 
as McNester Food Products 
can produce more mango 
pasalubongs for everyone to 
enjoy.
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dry, they become too hard. Ideally, Rebecca wants 
her dried mangoes to have a gummy-like texture. 
Compared to her rotary-type dryer, she can control 
the temperature to achieve the ideal dryness of 
the mangoes. However, both technologies would 
take 8 to 15 hours (with ideal conditions for the 
MCSTD) to dry mangoes.

Regardless of the limitations of the MCSTD 
different from her rotary-type dryer, Rebecca still 
praises the MCSTD as it has allowed her to expand 
her business to what it is now. She said that as 
long as the weather is good, the commodities 
being dried will come out good. Also, with the 
MCSTD allowed her to serve as a resource speaker 
for squash and onion powder making in their 
region.

LENDING A HELPING HAND

Rebecca’s mission is to help the mango farmers of 
Guimaras. Although Rebecca owns a small mango 
plantation, she still buys from mango farmers 
in their community. She usually buys mangoes 
that are rejected for export, either undersized, 
oversized, scratched or deformed.

Her objective is simple: she doesn’t want to 
compete with the price of the good ones. She 
makes sure that local mango farmers will be 
compensated fairly while at the same time, she 
gives herself the opportunity to add value to the 
"rejects" – a win-win situation for both parties.

The beauty of Rebecca’s work is that even she 
has no idea how big a help she’s really giving out 
to their community. The simple act of buying the 
rejected mangoes of Guimaras mango farmers 
gave them the much needed additional income 
to support their own families. Rebecca also 

makes sure to share her success to others, 
especially aspiring women entrepreneurs who 
are determined to excel in their respective 
professions.

“Doon ka na-iinspire to do what you do. 
Marami ka na palang buhay na natutulungan. 
Hindi ka pagod mag-isip at gumawa because 
your mind is opened to these things (realizing 
the help you do for others). Lumawak pa ang 
scope ng network mo” (That is where you are 

inspired to do what you do. You’re already helping 
out a lot of lives. You are not tired from thinking or 
doing because your mind is open to these things 
[realizing the help you do for others]. Even your 
network is widened), Rebecca said.

With the addition of the MCSTD, not only has 
she expanded her business, but this gave her the 
opportunity to give back to the community by 
openly sharing her ideas to others, and turning her 
hard work into a sweet success. 
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McNester Food Products is located in 
Brgy. San Isidro, Buenaventura, Guimaraas"Doon ka na-iinspire to do what you do. Marami ka na 

palang buhay na natutulungan. (That is where you are 
inspired to do what you do. You’re already helping out 
a lot of lives.)

McNester's products as well as her 
2015 and 2016 Gawad Saka award and 
Gawad Kaligtasan at Kalusugan award



No sunrise in Dipaculao, Aurora is complete 
without the smell of freshly brewed 
robusta coffee lingering in the air. 

This good quality coffee is one of the reasons 
why tourists keep coming back to the place.  

Featured in GMA’s Biyahe ni Drew in 2018, 
Dipaculao, Aurora has grown in popularity in the 
whole country.

Princess Anne Fabrigas of the Fabrigas 
Enterprises is based in Dipaculao, Aurora. 
She tells her story of the coffee they grow and 
process. 

A FATHER'S DREAM

Princess' father, Luisito Fabrigas, started the 
Fabrigas Enterprises in 2008 with just a manual 
grinder and huller. It was a family coffee 
processing business that roasted export rejected 
coffee beans.

Engr. Rodel Idago of the Philippine Center for 
Postharvest Development and Mechanization 
(PHilMech) introduced the all-weather dryer 
(AWD) to Luisito back in 2012. The addition of 
the AWD to Luisito's business allowed them to 
dry coffee beans faster after pulping. From an 
initial drying period of 2 weeks, the AWD makes 
it possible to dry coffee beans in just a week.
In addition to the AWD, the Department of 
Agriculture Region 3 also gave them a grinder 
and a roaster to ease the processing of their 
coffee.

Keeping 
Aurora Awake 

with Coffee
BY PIA SARINA M. FUKASAWA
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A small business like theirs meant that most of 
the leg work had to be done by them. From 
processing to selling, Princess' father was also 
the marketer of their product. A popular figure 
in their community, Luisito made sure that their 
coffee is known for its quality.

One such client who can attest to their quality 
product is the Costa Pacifica (a hotel in Baler, 
Aurora). With the hotel using and selling Luisito's 
product, the additional marketing allowed their 
product to be known in the entire province.
 
Unfortunately, however, Princess' father passed 
away in 2015. Despite being a graduate of 
education, she hesitated at first to take over 
her father's business, but her interest in coffee 
production (which has stemmed from when she 
was little), became the drive that allowed her 
to take over the business and turn it into the 
success that it is now.

"Mas nag-enjoy ako sa coffee business namin 
kaya mas pinili ko na ito kesa magturo,” (I 
enjoyed our coffee business more which is why I 
chose this instead of teaching.)

EXPANDING THE BUSINESS

The dryer and pulper recommended by 
PHilMech are solely operated by them. Farmers 
from the Diarabasin Coffee Farmers and 
Processors Association (DIACOFPA) also provide 
the coffee berries that Fabrigas Entreprises 
processes.

Before her father passed away, they only had 
a small number of workers working at their 
business. But a soar in demand in 2015 allowed 
them to hire additional laborers to help them 
with the hulling and drying of the coffee beans.

According to Princess, the equipment given by 
PHilMech are gender-friendly and this is why she 
did not have a hard time teaching the members 
of the association in the proper usage of the 
equipment. With 32 members of the DIACOFPA 
(with the majority being women), some are hired 
to operate the equipment. 

At work, Princess is very hands-on. She wants to 
maintain the good quality coffee beans as it was 
in the beginning. From harvesting, to pulping, 
drying, roasting then grinding, Princess makes 
sure that she keeps track of the operations.
 
However, the low supply of coffee beans is the 
only problem in the business. A low supply of 
coffee beans equates to a shortage in production 
since their supplies are only sourced in Aurora. 

PHilMech recommends the AWD to safely dry coffee beans.

11

One of the steel pulpers provided to 
Princess by the DA-RFO 3 in 2017.
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From their three-hectare coffee farm of 2,700 
trees, 2,000 are Robusta and 700 are Liberica. 
Every harvest, 30 kilos of coffee beans are 
harvested by the farmers of the association. 
Thus, Princess plans to expand her production 
outside of Aurora but she also wants to focus on 
expanding their own farm.

Since taking over the business, there has 
been a huge progress in their business. All 
of their products are readily available in 
pasalubong centers across the province as more 
establishments are now supplied by them. 

Princess believes that good marketing strategy 
is the first step to a successful business but 
maintaining the good quality coffee beans 
means that they will also maintain their loyal 
clients and the hearts of Aurora people, 
especially the tourists. 

This is why the expansion of their coffee farm is 
their priority in order to expand their production 
outside of Aurora. They have clients from Baguio 
and Isabela but due to the low supply of coffee 
beans, they fall short of production. 

DRIVEN TO SUCCEED

Princess, a naturally happy person, still gets 
emotional when talking about her father. Her 
father's influence not only to keep the business 
moving but also to her as a person is one of the 
reasons why she is driven to improve their coffee 
business.

“My father worked hard for this business and 
maintained good quality coffee beans for our 
clients. I will continue doing that,” she said. 

Promoting their business is one of her easiest tasks 
since she is a regular participant in trade fairs and 
coffee expo organized by PHilMech in different 
parts of the country. Opportunities like these allow 
her to broaden her product's potential.

Princess has a natural passion and love for 
coffee. She works hard enough that’s why clients 
keep on buying their products. “It’s important to 
have a passion on something. My passion now is 
coffee," she said.

Princess' optimism allows her to believe that she 
will be able to achieve anything she puts her 
heart into. “If you have a good coffee supply and 
good coffee processing, it’s easy for you to run 
the business. But it’s easier if you also like what 
you do” she said. 

Coffee runs through Princess' blood. From her 
father’s hard work to hers, she continues to set 
the bar high for herself. Through this, Princess 
will continue her father's legacy by keeping the 
province of Aurora, and maybe even the whole 
country, awake with her quality coffee."

My father worked hard for 
this business and maintained 
good quality coffee beans for 
our clients. I will continue 
doing that.
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Determined. Focused. Aggressive.

Such traits barely scratch the surface when describing Gender and 
Development (GAD) Focal Person of PHilMech Dr. Helen F. Martinez, more 
fondly known as “Lalac.”

From Baan, Butuan City, Dr. Lalac moved to Nueva Ecija to work at the 
then National Postharvest Institute for Research and Extension (NAPHIRE), 
now PHilMech. Here, she met her partner in life - a renowned PHilMech 
engineer and division chief of the Agricultural Mechanization Division, 
Dr. Romualdo C. Martinez. She is also mother to an agri-economist and 
University of the Philippines Los Baños (UPLB) graduate, Rachel Anja.

A supervising science research specialist at the Enterprise Development 
Division (EDD), Dr. Lalac has been implementing projects that empower 
rural women. Through the adoption of gender-friendly technologies of 
PHilMech, these women have become entrepreneurs, creating processed 
products that allowed them to earn additional income, while improving 
their productivity - all thanks to Dr. Lalac and her team’s efforts.

MAINSTREAMING GAD IN PHILMECH PROJECTS

She knows it can be done because her projects in the past and at present 
bear the GAD mark. Thus, she wants GAD mainstreamed in as many 
projects of PHilMech, whether in research, extension or support clusters of 
PHilMech.

“As GAD focal person of PHilMech, it is my duty to do my best together 
with the members of the Focal Point System, to uphold the law and ensure 
this is implemented and integrated in the PHilMech GAD Agenda,” she 
explained.

The law mandates that “at least 5 percent of the total agency budget 
under the General Apropriations Act (GAA) shall be used to fund GAD 
programs, projects and activities.” The Magna Carta of Women also spells 
the role of PHilMech in attaining gender equality and empowerment.

Dr. Lalac has initiated efforts to make this happen. She has tapped 
members of the GAD focal system to serve as front-liners in these GAD 
mainstreaming efforts.

One of the GAD initiatives is the conduct of gender-related training 
courses among women and men at PHilMech in collaboration with the 
Human Resources Management Section (HRMS). Continuing the capacity 
development activities should be carried out within the organization like 
the Gender Sensitivity training for new entrants and project implementers, 

PHILMECH'S GAD FOCAL PERSON

HELEN F. 
MARTINEZ, 
Ph.D.

BY MILA B. GONZALEZ

EMPOWERING
RURAL 
WOMEN
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and the use and application of Harmonized 
Gender and Development Goals (HGDG), 
among others.

Other initiatives include the formulation of the 
PHilMech GAD agenda including the GAD 
strategic framework and the GAD budget and 
plans; initial evaluation of the PHilMech GAD 
mainstreaming efforts; issuance of policies and 
memoranda related to GAD; and the installation 
of breastfeeding and lactating areas at PHilMech.

IMPROVING PHILMECH’S GAD SCORE

Where does PHilMech stand in GAD? Is GAD 
visible in most PHilMech projects? Or does 
PHilMech bear a “conditional pass”? Perhaps, 
PHilMech is gender sensitive?  Or has PHilMech 
earned a high score as a gender responsive 
organization?

During the strategic planning workshop of the 
GAD Focal Point System in Baguio City, an initial 
evaluation of the PHilMech GAD mainstreaming 
efforts using the GAD Mainstreaming Evaluation 
Framework (GMEF) was done.  According to Dr. 
Lalac, based on the initial evaluation, PHilMech 
only reached Level 2 and there is much work to 
be done by the GAD Focal Point System to reach 
Level 3.

“In general, the management and staff of 
PHilMech are supportive to GAD-related 
concerns and its integration to the agency’s 
mandate. However, only few of the PHilMech 
project leaders, managers and staff use 
appropriate tools and show evidences that their 
projects are gender sensitive and responsive,” 
she explained.

To improve the GAD score of PHilMech, Dr. 
Lalac will focus on “revisiting and upgrading 
existing office policies and guidelines; improving 
GAD planning and budgeting so as to reach the 
required 5 percent or more budget for GAD; 
sustaining capacity development activities and 
putting in place the necessary mechanisms, 
strategies in order to gather more means of 
verifications (MOVs) as evidence of PHilMech 
GAD mainstreaming efforts”.

IMPLEMENTING PHILMECH GAD PLANS 
AND PROGRAMS

It is the mandate of PHilMech to generate, 
extend and commercialize appropriate and 
problem-oriented and gender-friendly agriculture 
and fishery postharvest and mechanization 
technologies. This mandate makes it inevitable 
to mainstream the GAD agenda in PHilMech 
plans and programs.

Furthermore, the Magna Carta of Women 
(Section 23:B.9.b) spells the role of PHilMech in 
attaining gender equality and empowerment. 

It states that PHilMech will “design and promote 
the commercial use of improved postharvest 
processing facilities and equipment of selected 
commercial crops among women and men, farmer-
groups, processors and small-holder entrepreneurs 
to reduce postharvest losses and increase income 
derived from value-added processing operations.”

Dr. Lalac is also hopeful that someday PHilMech 
will be recognized as an agency which promotes 
gender equality in the workforce and among its 
clients. She hopes that PHilMech will also, one day, 
earn the GADtimpala Award.

The GADtimpala is an “award and incentive system 
of the Philippine Commission on Women (PCW) to 
deserving entities, government agencies and local 
government units for their outstanding performance 
in upholding the rights of women and in the 
effective implementation of gender responsive 
programs.”

Yes, with determination, focus and aggressiveness, 
this GADTimpala award for PHilMech will soon be a 
dream fulfilled and prayer granted for Dr. Lalac.
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Dr. Lalac leads the first Monday of March to 
celebrate Women's month.

GADvocates display/sell coffee products of 
PHilMech assisted micro enterprises.
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MISSING DIMENSION IN 
DEVELOPMENTAL STRATEGIES

ESSAY

For as long as traditions and customs had it, 
women role is relegated to home chores 
– a convenient sharing arrangement of 

responsibility and its ensuing labour between 
that of men who works in the field to farm, the 
rivers and seas to fish and the jungle to hunt. 

The labors of man can be easily given value but 
toils of women are not. They are priceless or 
of no value (meaning they cannot be given any 
price tag).  

From hormonal imbalances to the pangs of 
childbirth, to post-menstrual mood swings 
to budget a meagre salary that a husband 
brings home and the pain endured in silence 
of decreasing self-worth and attending PTCA 
meetings - these are terrible things to suffer but, 
regardless, women will happily walk down the 
aisle. 

The end of it is, to her horror, is not the paradise 
of bliss in fairy tales or cheap romance novels 
but the altar of sacrifice on the harsh realities 
of modern life where she needs to support her 
husband especially if that husband is only at 
salary grade level 19.

The difference between male and female 
anatomy is obvious especially to "Munchie" 
whose favorite subject is Applied Anatomy.

The biological functions that makes a woman 
a woman and a man a man, is reproductive 
in nature. But this is the root cause of all 
misunderstanding and biases in the raging battle 
of the sexes when there should not be any battle 
at all. 

Though, a word war will wear man easily out.    

As it is the woman who gets pregnant, it is not 
only instinctive but it is almost axiomatic that she 
is responsible in nurturing the offspring. It is not 
that the father does not or cannot, after all, their 
new-born comes from him and only took shelter 
in the mother’s womb, which was designed for 
it.  

This explains the natural affinity of a mother to 
her child and vice versa.

It is said that the late Filipino Actor Rene 
Requistas has ‘a face only a mother could love’. 
Mysterious. Poetic. Maddening. But the love of 
a mother is beyond words, after all, the baby 
developed inside her for nine long months and 
said to attain the intellectual level of the mother 
rather than from the father.  

So don’t blame your fathers.  

But this distinction in role playing in the drama 
called life, society probably without meaning to, 
slowly but continued strongly over the course of 
human history automatically became man-focused 
as the male of the species is considered the 
universal provider for his wife and their brood.

All the sources of power and influence become 
concentrated on man: in the hierarchy of 
priesthood, kingship, military, philosophy, trade, 
banking and finance, academe, masters of 
science, captains of industry, literature and chef 
cook in culinary matters, man predominated 
everything while the same society including 
women themselves forgot to assert their role in 
development.  

It could have been a gentler world had it been that 
women made themselves felt during the ascent 
of man and strove to fight for their birth right to 
demand from this man’s world to be a co-equal 
goal-seeker, direction-maker and planner for their 
women.

Having their own guarantee of security and 
equal opportunity in all aspect of developmental 
undertaking from obtaining education, 
reproductive health, job and if possible, financial 
security, for, after all, apart from physical 
differences, mental abilities is not a sex-related 
gift.  

BY ELIJAH Z. DAVALOS
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The only thing that man can do that women 
cannot is to simultaneously pee on a single 
bedpan.

So when the military echelons realized this, 
they opened up West Point - a bastion of male 
dominance to women wanting to serve in the 
US armed forces for how can one not admire the 
strength of a female cadet taking a toilet break 
while carrying a 50-kilo military backpack during 
bivouacs? She got to sit and rise without taking 
off the backpack!

As monkey see, monkey do, PMA followed suit.  
But in the Philippines, Filipinas have better lots 
than their female kin in China, Japan and India 
where women remained second class citizens 
serving only as a social décor and as one who 
pays the dowry. 

The dismal social order makes fathers disdain a 
daughter. 

These countries might be advanced in civilization 
and prosperity but remained barbarians in 

how they treat women. It should be there that 
Dr. Lalac (Helen Martinez) and all Gender and 
Development (GAD) focal persons implement 
this project.   

During pre-Hispanic period, native women in 
these islands can inherit aristocracy and ruler-
ship. They can have independent means of 
livelihood and can initiate divorce. 

The babaylan were traditionally women and 
accorded highest respect in the clan or tribe 
as the only one who has a direct line to the 
gods. But Spanish machismo helped drown this 
modern concept of women in development in 
our history. It made matter worse by putting 
women in a pedestal for the purposes of an 
almost mystical adoration that made Filipina 
women assumed the false role that made them 
weaker in the dual social order and forgotten all 
along their power to take direct action over their 
social lot. 

In other words, women on top, a cowgirl ride 
swirling up the dust of complacency and a silent 
fortitude into the sunset.

The recent emergence of GAD is a right 
response to centuries of inattention and, 
probably, neglect on the plight of women.

Haydee Yorac and Miriam Santiago are of course 
the exemption. Both had successfully taken 
care of themselves (career wise) but it appears 
that many of our beloved women are subject 
to predation in the workplace, neglected in 
agricultural development so much so that a past 
Agriculture Secretary opened his speech by 
saying “Now let us talk about the Filipino farmer 
and her husband”.

Under the spirit of justice, let us all give the long 
overdue respect to all women, regardless of the 
Republic Act 4848.

PHILMECH PHOTOS PHILMECH PHOTOS
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BY GIO ANTON T. BARROGA

Working away from family is never easy. Missing 
key moments in their family’s lives, only to see 
updates through social media is incomparable 

to being physically present. For every Overseas Filipino 
Worker, it is a dream to one day come home and not 
worry about catching their next flight back. For Lany 
Cayog, this dream is now a reality – thanks to the help of 
a little soybean.

A BITTERSWEET GOODBYE

In 2009, with a then growing family of four kids, Lany and 
her husband’s knew that there was the very possibility of 
a financial struggle in the near future if they didn’t come 
up with a way to add income to their household. With 
this in mind, Lany made the decision to work in Dubai to 
give her family a better chance at life.

From 2009, she worked for one of the world’s largest 
airline companies – Emirates. Working long days and 
hours, Lany worked as a member of the flight catering 
team under the flight preparation crew. It was her job 
to make sure that passengers of any Emirates flight had 
high-quality food onboard before the plane takes off. 
This had been her job until she decided to come back to 
the Philippines in May 2018 after being away from her 
family for nine years.
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A NEW CHAPTER

After a long stint abroad, Lany asked herself, 
“what can I do to keep myself busy?” Her 
mission was to find something to do since 
coming back from Dubai.

Even before coming home, her husband, 
Rodil, an employee of the Philippine Center for 
Postharvest Development and Mechanization 
(PHilMech), would be tagged along during 
training courses, exposing him to the potential 
of the commodity. This gave Rodil a chance to 
venture in soy bean production. 

Coming home from Dubai, Lany was quick on 
her feet to think of ways to add value to this 
commodity. With the help of the internet, Lany 
discovered the numerous nutritional benefits 
of soy bean – fitting for a community who was 
conscious about eating healthy. 

With the soy bean pulp (okara) or soybean curd 
(sapal) generated when making soy milk, 
Lany would use this, pasteurize it and use it 
to bake goods such as cookies, cupcakes and 

cakes. Lany’s daughter advertises the products 
online through various buy and sell groups on 
Facebook for people to place orders. 

PHilMech, having noticed her potential as 
cooperator, "tagged" her along in a trade fair 
event of the Department of Trade and Industry at 
the Central Luzon State University to market her 
products.

Lany’s project took off after this event. Dr. Cecilia 
Antolin from the Socio-Economic and Policy 
Research Division (SEPRD) recommended the 
PHilMech soybean technology processing system 
and helped her on where to source her raw and  
packaging materials.

EASE OF WORK

Don C Food Manufacturing is a project 
cooperator of SEPRD’s project entitled “Pilot 
Testing of Integrated Soybean Production-
Processing Technologies Towards Accelerating 
the Development of the Local Soybean Industry 
in the Philippines.” With Lany’s business still in its 
early stages, PHilMech gave Lany the necessary 
technical assistance to help kick start and 
increase her scale of production.

With PHilMech’s soybean grinder, along with 
a heavy duty blender, Lany ventured on new 
products such as the soybean roast coffee that 
became a crowd favorite. Now, she sells two 
variants of soy bean roast, one with cinnamon 
and another, a kape blend."

Being a woman, let alone a mother, is 
no reason to be held back. If you have 
a goal, regardless of your situation, it 
will not become a hindrance. Even if I 
have a lot of things to do around the 
house, I still do what I do successfully 
because I love my work and I’m 
passionate about it.

DON C FOOD MANUFACTURING

Don C Food Manufacturing came to life in 
January 2019. “Don” originated from the 
name of her youngest child Don Daniel, while 
“C,” stands for “Christ” as she believes that 
this was an answered prayer of hers. She 
prayed for a business opportunity with the 
ultimate goal of helping others.

Lany now sells her products through her 
business' Facebook page called “Beanyfits”. 
She would also create pointers regarding the 
nutritional benefits of her products, which she 
sends to her friends via Facebook Messenger.
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The kape blend contains soy bean roast, black 
rice and barley to create a more bitter taste.
 
According to her, cinnamon gave a unique 
aroma to the coffee. The kape blend, on the 
other hand, appeals to coffee drinkers who likes 
their coffee bitter or strong. 

“WOMEN HAVE SEVEN HANDS”

A mother, wife, grandmother, house help, 
businesswoman and many more, Lany believes 
that women have “seven hands” as they often 
find themselves juggling multiple responsibilities 
and Lany is no exemption as she tackles her 
daily responsibilities while maintaining a level 

of professionalism and quality with her work 
outputs.

As a business owner, Lany enjoys the luxury 
of having to work on her own free will instead 
of working for a boss. She challenges herself 
on being able to juggle her duties as a 
businesswoman and as the woman of the house. 

As a grandmother, before she has to put her 
grandchild to sleep, she takes the opportunity to 
perform business-related duties such as labelling 
the jars she will use to pack her soy coffee 
powder in or prepare the materials she will need 
to produce one of her products. That’s time 
management at its finest.

The heavy duty grinder is part of PHilMech's 
soy bean processing system.
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“Being a woman, let alone a mother, is no 
reason to be held back. If you have a goal, 
regardless of your situation, it will not become 
a hindrance. Even if I have a lot of things to do 
around the house, I still do what I do successfully 
because I love my work and I’m passionate about 
it,” Lany said.

With the help of PHilMech, there is a huge 
potential for Lany’s business. Who knows, maybe 
in the near future, Lany can come back to Dubai 
as a tourist along with her family with the money 
that she’s earned from her soybean business.

Beanyfits

*Prices are subject to change without prior notice





He is a man with a reputation of being academically inclined in research. 
Dr. Romualdo C. Martinez earned the nickname “Prof Romy” for 
his knowledge and passion on research. He is a popular figure at 

PHilMech. 

STARTING AT PHILMECH

As testament to his nickname, only a few knew that Prof Romy initially 
wanted to start his career as a teacher in UP Los Baños. He wanted to follow 
the footsteps of his father and most of his friends. But even if Prof Romy 
did not end up as a real professor, he became a dedicated researcher. 
Discovering new things and finding solutions to multiple problems in the 
agricultural industry came naturally for him, thus his career choice. 

Prof Romy, also called Doc Romy, started his career at the National 
Postharvest Institute for Research and Extension (now PHilMech) when 
the agency was located in Taguig City. He started as a research assistant 
and was assigned as a project leader on the “Study of the Physics of Bulk 
Storage of Paddy”. He was also assigned to other research projects and field 
works.

After four years of work as a research assistant, Doc Romy was promoted 
to Science Research Specialist. Three years later, he became a Supervising 
Science Research Specialist. From 2002 up to the present, he has led the 
Drying and Energy Research Division under the Postharvest Engineering 
Department (PHED) when NAPHIRE became the Bureau of Postharvest 
Research and Extension (BPRE). When the agency was renamed to 
PHilMech, Prof Romy’s PHED was split into the Bioprocess Engineering 
divison (BPED) the Agricultural Machinery Division (AMD), where he currently 
serves as chief of the latter.

Doc Romy greatly contributed in the design and development of different 
technologies and systems, now being commercialized in many parts of the 
Philippines. 

Some of his major contributions include the MCSTD and the fluidized bed 
dryer. He also contributed on the different variants of the corn mill, impeller 
rice mill, cassava digger, soybean sorter, greenhouse solar dyer for high 
value commodities, and probe type grain moisture meter, to name a few.

PHILMECH GEM
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His leadership has influenced and insipired his 
colleague's individual successes, although he 
attributes this to his talented project leaders who 
can handle their responsibilities with minimum 
supervision. He, however, is there whenever 
there’s a problem. He is always ready to assist.

Doc Romy plans to further scale up the function 
of AMD by becoming more responsive, with 
more engineering and scientifically based design 
development. They are readying themselves 
to face the establishment of an Agricultural 
Mechanization Design and Prototyping Center (a 
5-year, USD 6M project to be funded by KOICA). 
This project aims to modernize engineering 
methods in design development, simulation, 
prototyping and more.

A NATURAL ACHIEVER

Doc Romy has the ability to consistently earn 
scholarships and awards. He’s been an achiever 
ever since his elementary days.

Doc Romy graduated with top honors during his 
elementary and high school days. He took his 
bachelor's degree in University of the Philippines 
Los Baños, Laguna, studying Agricultural 
Engineering. He graduated Cum Laude in 1985. 
He took his master’s degree in Engineering for 
postharvest technology in the Asian Institute of 
Technology (AIT) in Thailand in 1991. He studied 
the Modeling Simulation of Deep-Bed Drying 
of Rice during which he received the Hisamatsu 
prize, which recognizes academic excellence. 

During his time in AIT, his research was 
recognized to have great potential. This led him 
to stay for another year at AIT (as granted by 
NAPHIRE) to accomplish other research activities. 

In 1994, his improved research on the Grain 
Drying Simulation Software (also known as ATI 
Drying Simulation), together with his former 
adviser. This stood out and won an international 
award from the American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers (ASAE). 

To date, his simulation software is still being 
used up to the present by different institutions  
such as the International Rice Research Institute 

and the University of Hohenheim in Germany, to 
name a few. 

The award he received from ASAE became the 
bridge for him to take his doctorate degree 
in University of Hohenheim, Germany, where 
he based his research on the Modelling and 
Simulation of Two-Stage Rice Drying system in 
the Philippines – reducing the process of rice 
drying.

"With the modelling and 
simulation part, the challenge 
there was I couldn't consult 
anyone. I had to learn a lot of 
things. From programming 
to providing solutions to 
equations. You had to make do 
with what you have or even ask 
people who could help."

PHILMECH GEM

DR. ROMUALDO C. MARTINEZ
on his greatest challenge and how he was 
able to overcame it
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It was also during 1994 to 1996 when the 
International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) was 
part of a project on Grain Drying – a project 
that Doc Romy was also a part of. His eventual 
professor during this time was the consultant of 
this project. When his eventual adviser visited 
the Philippines to evaluate the project, he saw 
the work and potential of Doc Romy in modeling 
and simulation. This led to an offer for Doc Romy 
to apply for a doctorate program in Hohenheim 
under a scholarship.

Nowadays, Doc Romy still applies his previous 
studies and researches related to drying, 
modelling and simulation in small projects with 
IRRI and the University of Hohenheim.

Challenges are nothing new to Doc Romy's line of 
work. Being the naturally inclined researcher that 
he is, his perseverance and hard work allowed him 
to overcome the obstacles along his way.

"With the modelling and simulation part, the 
challenge there was I couldn't consult anyone. I 
had to learn a lot of things. From programming 
to providing solutions to equations. I did 
research at libraries. That was the challenge. You 
had to make do with what you have or even ask 
people who could help."

In response to Department of Agriculture 
addressing the Covid-19 pandemic, the AMD’s 
major projects are pilot demonstration of 
Fluidized Bed Dryer, Green House Solar Dryer, 
Micro Impeller Mill for brown rice and KAMICO 
Corn Mill. Although this will not directly resolve 
the problem farmers face during the pandemic, 
it will, however, ensure their productivity through 
mechanization, keeping them competitive and 
food-secured. 

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS

Earlier this year, Doc Romy and his team won 
several awards from National Invention Contest 
and Exhibits by the Department of Science and 
Techology (DOST). They bagged the 1st place 
invention category in the Fluidized Bed Dryer; 2nd 
place in utility model with their Cassava Digger 
entry, and lastly; 3rd place industrial design with 
their Probe Type Grain Moisture Meter.

Doc Romy and his team's works also garnered 
numerous best paper awards from the Department 
of Agriculture-Bureau of Agricultural Research (DA-
BAR) in Quezon City, Asian Food and Agriculture 
Cooperation Initiative (AFACI) in South Korea, 
Philippine Society of Agricultural Engineers 
(PSAE) in Ilocos Norte, PHilMech, Central Luzon 
Agriculture Aquatic and Natural Resources and 
Development Consortium in Nueva Ecija. 

His most unforgettable achievement was when 
he was in London as a representative from the 
Philippines during the Leaders in Innovation 
Fellowship (LIF) – a postgraduate certificate 
program (intensive two-week training course in 
the United Kingdon, and a 6-months master class 
at the Asian Institute of Management) under 
DOST-UK's Newton Agham Programme where he 
bagged the first place for the Philippine leg of the 
Final Pitch Session of the UK Royal Academy of 
Engineering. 

Doc Romy, besting other delegates for the 
Philippines, won top place for his research on 
“Greenhouse solar dryer with biomass furnace for 
drying of coffee and other agricultural products”. 
This is an innovative agricultural technology 
geared to mitigate hunger using solar and food 
technology. He considers the Greenhouse Solar 

(L-R) Roselyn B. Villacorta, Arlene C. Joaquin, Romualdo C. Martinez, Raymond P. 
Macaranas, Richard Joseph P. Avila and Terence Marion Q. Ancheta celebrate their 
victories during DOST's National Invention Contest and Exhibits (NICE) in March 2020.
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Dryer as a technological masterpiece he is very 
proud of. 

LOVE AND RELATIONSHIP

While PHilMech focuses its efforts on research 
and development of machines, the agency itself 
is also no stranger to budding love stories. 
Doc Romy’s 24 years with his wife, Helen F. 
Martinez of the Enterprise Development Division, 
started in the very grounds of PHilMech - a union 
many of their co-workers and friends witnessed.

Being involved in multiple activities and field 
operations under the then Grains Production 
Enhancement Program (GPEP) of DA in the south 
of Mindanao, love caught them off guard as they 
were slowly, but surely, captivated by each other. 
They are blessed with their only child, Rachel 
Anja, who just graduated with a degree of 
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural and Applied 
Economics, following her father’s footsteps at 

the University of the Philippines in Los Baños, 
Laguna.

Anja described her father as a man who is always 
able to make time for his family. Her father is 
always there to provide help and support with 
even the little things they ask of him. 

“Kahit na very busy siya sa work, he still has a lot 
of time for us, his family. Lagi siya nan’dyan to 
help me kahit sa malilit lang na bagay (like) na 
samahan ako pumila or mag-drive at pati sa mga 
big decisions na kailangan ko ng advice. I could 
not have asked for a better father.” (Even though 
he is very busy at work, he still manages to make 
a lot of time for us. He’s always there to help me 
even with the little things I do, like falling in line 
with me, drive with me and, even helping out in 
making big decisions. I could not have asked for 
a better father).

Doc Romy's colleague Engr. Arlene Coloma 
describes him as a very hard-working and 
perfectionist boss. He will never get tired of 
squeezing out the best version of a report or 
fabrication. His competitiveness encourages 
excellence in his colleagues that made them grow 
and excel in their field of expertise.

“One thing I like about his supervision is that he 
always solicits suggestions and ideas before he 
decides on things, be it a simple or critical decisions 
of the division,” Engr. Arlene said.

Doc Romy’s rarity as a leader and his passion to 
change the lives by helping the farmers address 
their problems in the country. He is a valuable, 
appreciated and respected individual in his field. He 
is the driving force to serve more and more farmers 
in the country. This makes him a one of a kind 
PHilMech gem.

PHilMech was no stranger to how the relationship of 
Doc Romy and his wife, Dr. Helen F. Martinez started

Doc Romy (3rd from left) with a few members from his team: (L-R) Maria Elizabeth 
V. Ramos, Arlene C. Joaquin and Richard P. Avila. With all of the achievements 
Doc Romy has received, he owes a lot of his success to his team.



THE POWER 
OF HER

It was March 1994 and she was 27 years of age 
applying for a job at the then National Postharvest 
Institute for Research and Extension (NAPHIRE). Her 
then-boss came across an applicant – a woman – 
who entered his office applying for a job in a male-
dominated profession of engineering, to which he 
asked, “can you climb that tower over there?” She 
answered, “should I do it now, sir?” and the rest was 
history.

BY GIO ANTON T. BARROGA

BEHIND THE TECHNOLOGY



Born in barangay Maligaya, Science City of 
Muñoz, Nueva Ecija, Engineer Arlene C. 
Joaquin is the fifth child in their family of 

ten and is now a mother to two kids.

A Civil Engineering graduate from the Nueva 
Ecija University of Science and Technology 
(NEUST) in Cabanatuan City, becoming an 
engineer was a dream come true for Arlene. 
The challenge of entering a male-dominant 
profession gave her the drive to pursue the 
course and giving her parents an engineer of 
a daughter was the best gift she could give 
them after all their sacrifices. Although, given 
the chance, she could’ve ended up as a media 
personality – and could still be – as being in the 
media was another dream of hers.
 
Arlene likes to challenge herself when 
given the opportunity. She spent a year 
in the Netherlands aligning her study 
to focus more on postharvest when 
she took her master’s degree (under 
a scholarship program) in Agricultural 
Production Chain Management, 
specializing in Postharvest Technology and 
Logistics at the Larenstein University of 
Professional Education. This opportunity allowed 
her to observe how agriculture was done in 
Europe and what made it so different from 
Philippine agriculture.

PURSUING THE MISSION

“The first person that you should always look to 
help should be the farmers.” This reminder came 
from her father, which became her life mission.

In almost 26 years working in PHilMech, she 
is now a senior science research specialist 

under PHilMech’s Agricultural Mechanization 
Division). Her mission is simple: innovate existing 
machines to make it cheaper with parts that are 
easily replaceable and make them suitable to 
Philippine conditions - she wants to help farmers 
gain access to farm machinery/technologies.

What she realized from her study in the 
Netherlands was that not everything that 
they had would be applicable to Philippine 
agriculture, which meant that she had to select 
her learning for application. Inspired by the level 
of automation European agriculture has, Arlene 
gives focus to her researches on instrumentation, 
controls and system enhancements. This makes 
her to more bold in taking risks and attacking 

challenges head on to make sure that the 
advancements she and her team makes will 
help the farmers and the agricultural sector as a 
whole.

NOTABLE PROJECTS

It’s not always about creating technologies that 
Arlene believes could help our farmers. The 
simple act of talking to farmers is as big a help 
she can offer. By talking to farmers, not only can 
she impart what she knows to the farmers, but 
she can also gain knowledge from them, which 
she and her team uses to develop and innovate 
their technologies.

One of her team’s notable project is the Grain 
Probe Moisture Meter - a handheld device 
combining a buriki and a moisture meter that 
can be used to measure the moisture content of 
commodities such as palay and corn. This device 
is crucial to traders since this becomes the 
primary indicator for their pricing. What started 
as a failure for its inability to establish a good 
calibration has now evolved into a trader’s go-
to device when checking for moisture content. 
This PHilMech-developed technology can be 
brought anywhere, as opposed to a regular 
table-top moisture meter, while still getting an 
accurate reading. Not only is this convenient, the 
technology itself is easily accepted by farmers 
due to their familiarity of the system. In fact, 

it was the farmers who suggested 
to Arlene and her team to include 
a handle on the device for greater 
portability. 

Another notable project of Arlene’s 
team is the Coffee Moisture 
Meter, which was funded by the 
Philippine Council for Agriculture, 

Aquatic and Natural Resources Research and 
Development under the Department of Science 
and Technology (DOST-PCAARRD). With 
this technology, coffee farmers, buyers, and 
processors no longer need to do the traditional 
method of checking the moisture content of 
coffee which can be slow and destructive. It 
is accurate in reading the moisture content of 
three kinds of coffee beans: Arabica, Libera, 
and Canephora, for both green coffee beans 
and coffee parchments. Arlene added that the 
Philippine Commission for Women (PCW) asked 
for assistance for a few units that they will give to 
cooperatives – whose members are all women. 
A more recent, notable project of Arlene’s team 

"The first person that you should 
always look to help should be the 

farmers"
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is the Development of a Computer Vision 
System (CVS) for Mango Sorting and Grading. 
Using a specific program paired with a camera, 
the CVS can categorize mangoes from export 
to non-export quality in only a few seconds, 
reducing the time needed to sort mangoes as 
compared to the manual method of sorting. 
Despite the long process before finding a system 
that worked, the CVS has the potential to set 
a standard in the local market to avoid unfair 
trading. This system, however, is not yet inteded 
for mango farmers due to its high investment 
price, but Arlene believes that the demand 
will grow once the technology is used by more 
processors. 

“I want to share what I know. Even if it’s in a 
simple way or even in a technical way because 
I know that new information really helps. Some 
farmers may reject new information or ideas, as 
they prefer their own methods, but you have to 
find a way to bring the information to them in a 
way that they would appreciate it,” Arlene said. 
Their three most notable projects have received 

multiple accolades but to Arlene and her team, 
they are more satisfied in knowing that their 
innovations are helping farmers in a big way. 

Take Don Philip De Vera, a rice trader from San 
Miguel, Bulacan who expressed his praise for the 
Grain Probe Moisture Meter, saying that he saves 
a lot of time with this device as the result can be 
seen in a matter of seconds.

BREAKING THE GENDER BARRIER 

“The reward here is that I am able to inspire 
people – that being a woman is not a limitation 
to be successful and make your dreams come 
true,” Arlene said.

As an engineer, she is delighted whenever 
farmers provide feedback on technologies that 
they have produced. Farmers would say, “Kaya 
pala ng babae! (women can do this!),” once they 
find out that a woman is behind the technology 
they are using. 

While society generally believes that machines 
are made for men, Arlene believes that by 
giving women equal opportunities, women are 
given a newfound hope and opportunity to live 
better for themselves as this can also boost their 
confidence. 

Just because there are things men can do that 
women biologically can’t, she believes that this 
is no reason for women to be held back. There 
are qualities that she believes make women 
more advantageous to men – being meticulous 
can be one. She believes that women pay more 
attention to details than men do. For Arlene, she 
likes to be repetitive especially during testing 
of a technology. When only a few tests are 
required, she insists on doing more for the sake 
of security. She also finds it easier to talk to other 
people because as a woman, she believes that 
women possess a natural charm that makes them 
pleasing to talk to.

With the government’s effort to create programs 
that highlight the importance of equality of 
both genders, Arlene is 100 percent sure that 
both men and women can be equal in the field. 
With adequate support (such as the Magna 
Carta of Women), proper gender equality in the 
workplace and in the society can be achieved. 

Arlene has proven herself and continues to be 
a person of exceptional talent that has helped 
establish her credentials as a successful woman 
engineer. Maybe the tower that her former boss 
was referring to was (metaphorically) a tower 
of success. Who knows? With more and more 
women like Arlene at work, perhaps in the future, 
employers will no longer be surprised to see 
women applying for a job in a male-dominated 
field. 

Arlene (2nd Left) with colleagues Richard P. Avila and Dr. Romualdo C. Martinez (2nd and 1st from right, respectively), 
celebrating their 2nd Best Poster (Research Category) with Pampanga State Agricultural University (PSAU) President 
Honorario Dr. Honorario M. Soriano, Jr. (left) and CLAARDEC director & VP for RET of CLSU; Dr. Fe L. Porciuncula 
(middle) during the 30th Regional Symposium on R&D Highlights held in PSAU on September 27, 2019.
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Features:
- Built-in reader that averages up to 99 
readings 
- Numeric and time indexed memory 
recording 
- Self-diagnostic and auto-calibrating
- Auto-power off and back lighted readout

Technical Specifications:
Dimension: 80mm x 160mm x 117mm

Test Sample Quantity: 
Palay: 150 g (- 6,346 grains/test)
Corn: 150 g (- 4,154 kernels/test) 

Measurement Range:       
Palay: 9-36% MC wb
Corn: 9-36% MC wb

Power supply: 4 pc AA battery 

Repeatability: 99% 

Measurement Principle: Capacitance
Applications (Type): Green coffee beans 
(GCB) and parchment coffee
Varieties: Arabica, Liberica, Robusta
Measurement Range:
 GCB: 8% to 18%
 Parchment: 10% to 40%
Mean MC Error*, %
 GCB: 0.15
 Parchment**: 0.20
Repeatability*, %
 GCB: 0.09
Resolution, %: 0.10
Sample Size, g: 200
Type of Display: LCD read-out panel
Power Supply: 9 Volts DC battery
Unit Size
 Dimension, cm: 16L x 15W x 18H
 Weight (inc. hopper),kg: 2.5
Other Accessories: Loading hopper, 
Measuring cup

* based on International Organization of Legal 
Metrology (OIML/TC17) test procedures and 
standards
** excluding Robusta variety

Coffee Moisture Meter Computer Vision System for 
Mango Sorting and Grading

Probe Type Grain 
Moisture Meter

TECHNO Feature

Main Parts: 
- Motor-driven conveyor belt
- Imaging chamber
- Classification bins

Imaging Chamber Parts:
- HD Camera (1080p), 30 fps
- 2x 6000K Daylight surface-mount device 
light emitting diode module (SMD-LED)

System:
- Single-board Raspberry Pi microcontroller
 - USB ports are attached to a  
 camera, keyboard, mouse and  
 monitor 
- Uses Python programming and modules 
for the entire sorting process,
- Can sort mangoes in five (5) seconds)

Additional Info:
- Programmable to cater to different 
classification standards based on the 
requirement of the potential user

*Picture is a prototype unit only
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GAD PARTNER
TRUE-BLUE

GENDER ADVOCATE
BY MILA B. GONZALEZ

This lovely woman - simple and 
unassuming in her ways, holds vast 
knowledge on gender which she 

willingly shares.

Jemelle Z. Milanes is PHilMech’s partner 
on Gender and Development (GAD) 
and she is a staunch advocate of gender 
equality and women empowerment.

Since 2014, Jemelle has been an 
accredited GAD professional under 
the Gender Resource Program of the 
Philippine Commission on Women 
(PCW). Her work involves helping 
various government agencies (e.g. 
Technical Education Skills Development 
Authority [TESDA], Environmental 
Management Bureau [EMB], Department 
of Tourism [DoT], National Housing 
Authority [NHA]) and non-government 

organizations on project development 
and management and institutional 
gender mainstreaming with a thematic 
focus on labor and migration, women 
economic empowerment, environment 
and humanitarian context.

ADVOCACY ON GENDER

Her initiation to the field of GAD dates 
back to her college days when Jemelle 
attended a women empowerment 
session. Her technical expertise was 
honed when she worked with PCW.  She 
also took specialized training courses on 
gender conducted by the ASEAN Center 
for Biodiversity, UN Women Training 
Center, PCW, to name a few.

According to Jemelle, putting the GAD 
agenda forward is also confronted 
with numerous challenges. Foremost 
is putting GAD in the priority list of 
government agencies. Another is shifting 
the patriarchal mindset of women and 
men.

While the Philippines remain to be the 
best place where women and girls can 
live, there are still critical issues they 
face. According to the 2020 Global 
Gender Gap Report, the Philippines, 
after being part of the top 10 for so 
long, has dropped to 16th worldwide in 
terms of gender equality. Still, it remains 
to be on top in Asia. The dip was 
attributed to the lowering participation 
and representation of women in the 
political arena.
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The Global Gender Gap Report of the 
World Economic Forum measures the 
gender parity between men and women 
in terms of (1) economic participation 
and opportunities, (2) health and 
survival, (3) educational attainment and 
(4) political empowerment.

As a mother of young girls, she strongly 
advocates for the protection of women 
and girls as they are the most vulnerable 
and prone to abuse.

“Gender equality is not only a women’s 
issue - It’s everybody’s.” She believes 
that “If it takes a village to raise a child, 
so will gender equality.  Its goals cannot 
be achieved if only a few people believe 
in its cause. Hence, we should all be 
responsible and accountable. We can all 
contribute to a society that is free from 
all forms of abuses and a society that 
respects one another.”

PARTNERSHIP WITH PHILMECH

“I was approached by Dr. Helen F. 
Martinez of PHilMech GAD Focal Point 
System (GFPS) while I was facilitating the 
Department of Agriculture GAD agenda 
consultation workshop last November 
2019. The following month, we were 
discussing gender mainstreaming 
steps and the formal engagement with 
PHilMech,” Jemelle said.

In January 2020, Jemelle served as 
a resource person of PHilMech on 
the agency’s GAD agenda- setting, 
planning and budgeting and gender 
mainstreaming to programs and 
projects.  Members of PHilMech GAD 
Focal Point System and other project 
leaders attended the training workshop 
which was held in Baguio City.

As GAD partner, Jemelle is obliged in 
providing technical assistance even outside 
of the training courses she conducted.

Her advice on how to advance gender 
mainstreaming in PHilMech include: 
(1) Strengthen PHilMech’s leadership 
accountability; (2) Popularize GAD initiatives 
by highlighting the positive changes and 
benefits; (3) Increase the number and 
visibility of internal GAD advocates; (4) 
Establish awards and incentive system to 
boost gender mainstreaming; (5) Continue 
capacity development on GAD and explore 
ways to communicate these to PHilMech 
stakeholders.

“With sustained efforts and continuous 
demonstration of commitment, 
PHilMech can quickly progress from 
its current standing in terms of gender 
mainstreaming,” Jemelle disclosed."

If it takes a village to raise 
a child, so will gender 
equality.  Its goals cannot 
be achieved if only a few 
people believe in its cause.

Photo by Christine Valmonte Photo by Christine Valmonte

Jemelle leads PHIlMech's GAD agenda-setting planning, 
budgetting and gender mainstreaming programs and 
projects with PHilMech GAD members.

Jemelle (M) is presented with a certificate along 
with PHilMech Focal Person Dr. Helen F. Martinez 
(L) and Rosalie C. Feliciano (R).
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Inspiring enterprise stories shared from the 
past makes one wonder how these successful 
businesses emerged in the national market.

Through passion and dedication, these 
enterprises experienced success, growth and 
prosperity – focusing on making a profit, but also 
on equal and inclusive growth in the community.

Here are some of PHilMech’s enterprises featured 
in the first ever virtual Market Expo, featured in 
PHilMech’s Facebook page during its week-long 
anniversary celebration on May 28, 2020.

THE WOMEN ADOPTERS OF MCSTD

Two MCSTD-based enterprises from Nueva Ecija 
are now paving their products to the niche market 
– The Kababaihang Masigla ng Nueva Ecija 
(KMNE) and Bakhita Herbs and Tea.

The KMNE has more than 30 products including 
dried tomatoes, tamarind sweets, guava 
jelly, dried herbs, tilanggit (salted dried fish), 
concentrated juices (like calamansi, tamarind, 
guyabano, etc) powdered mushroom, rice wine 
and many more. These are sold in various market 
outlets in Nueva Ecija, Metro Manila and other 
adjacent regions. 
The turmeric and ginger tea of Bakhita Herbs and 

Tea are known for producing organically healthy 
products processed in San Jose City, Nueva 
Ecija. This cooperative is composed of women 
community health workers led by the Canossians 
Daughter of Charity. With the dedication to serve 
their family and community, they started turmeric 
and ginger tea processing in 2014.  

Fortunately, the increasing demand of their 
products and the volume of production allowed 
them to open their new processing building 
in 2016, giving them a better opportunity to 
compete with other enterprises. They promote 
locally organic processed products such as 
sweetened-dried fruits and pure turmeric and 
ginger out of pulp.

Succeeding years brought KMNE and Bakhita 
Herbs and Tea to the peak of their dreams. As 
a milestone, both KMNE and Bakhita are now 
PHilMech’s learning site and social laboratory for 
aspiring women groups to be MCSTD adopters. 

BREWING THE HARVEST OF COFFEE 
PROCESSING SYSTEM

Filipino coffee farmers suffer from low price 
due to low quality beans. But with the help of 
PHilMech's recommended coffee postharvest 
and processing systems for green coffee beans, 

coffee farmers now produce quality green coffee 
beans. (The system is a set of match coffee facilities 
and equipment used by coffee growers and 
processors in the country)

The Casile-Guinting Upland Marketing Cooperative 
(CGUMC) in Cabuyao, Laguna, is known for their 
Kape de Cabuyao. The cooperative offers a unique 
Coffee in Tea Bag for P50 for a pack of 5, original 
ground blended coffee and pure robusta ground 
coffee for Php 150/250g each, drip coffee in original 
blend for Php 25 each, pure Liberica for Php 25, 
pure Arabica for Php 35, and Robusta for Php 20.

SHELLING OUT SUCCESS FROM CASHEW NUTS

PHilMech developed the cashew nut processing 
system to encourage enterprise development for 
cashew growers. This technology system (which 
includes the PHilMech-developed whole cashew nut 
sheller and the charcoal-fired oven), improves the 
quality and value of cashew kernels.
 
A group of unemployed housewives are now 
the leading the cashew processing enterprise in 
Mariveles, Bataan. This is the Alion Kapit-Bisig 
Self-Employment Assistance-Kaunlaran Association 
(Alion Kapit-Bisig SEA-K Association).
Elizabeth Paglinawan has been the association’s 
president since 1996. With her unending 

SUSTAINABLE SOCIAL 
ENTERPRISES 

BY JHOANNA KEITH B. SANTIAGO



commitment and determination, her association 
is now focused on cashew nut processing, 
producing roasted cashew nuts, cashew prunes, 
cashew cookies and cashew nut butter spread 
marketed in Bataan and different parts of Luzon.
Marketing under the name "Gracielo's Cashew 
Products," this has become their major source of 
income.

To date, her association showcased the best 
performance in managing responsibilities among 
other shared service facility cooperators in the 
province and was recently awarded as Most 
Receptive Cooperator by the Department of 
Trade and Industry.

SHIFTING CAREERS THROUGH SOYBEAN 
PROCESSING 

PHilMech developed the soybean postharvest 
and processing systems to help soybean farmers 
and processors attain high quality soybean 
products. The postharvest system of soybeans 
includes technologies like threshers, dryer, 
moisture meter, PHilMech sorter/cleaner/grader 
and storage. 

For Gadmer Layson, challenges turned to 
opportunities allowed a working professional 
such as himself to leave his 8 to 5 job, in pursuit 
of a successful career in soybean production. 

In 2013, Gadmer, a former media practioner, 
together with his wife Mary Ann, launched the 
KKK Enterprise (after their children: Kyla, Kyle, 

Kevin) making soya milk as their sole product. 
The KKK Enterprise, located in Manila, sells 
their soy coffee for P150/200g and soya milk for 
Php 25/bottle. Gadmer was also cited as one of 
the exemplary models in the Agri-Entrepreneur 
Category of the Outstanding Farmers of the 
Philippines (TOFM) in 2016.

Aside from having the vision of helping others in 
the community, Gadmer also believed that his 
faith from above filled their bags with hopes and 
germinated seeds of dream in their hearts.

These social entrepreneurs are not just 
successful enterprises profiting from their 
business, they play a vital role in the society.
They have impacted communities, rural women, 
and farmers all over the country. They are the 
genuine social changers.

Bakhita herBs 
and tea

Gracielo's cashew 
Products

(alion kaPit BisiG 
sea-k)

kaBaBaihanG 
MasiGla nG nueVa 

eciJa

kaPe de caBuyao
(casile-GuintinG 

uPland MarketinG 
cooPeratiVe)

kkk 
enterPrise

Lyn Mundohungduan
0955 370 9070

Elizabeth Paglinawan
0905 341 1190

Wilma Relucio
0949 829 8850

Michelle de Sagun
0955 722 7820

Gadmer Layson
0917 867 5197

turMeric tea - P170/150G
salaBat tea - P180/150G

their Products include:
roasted cashew - P115-P355
cashew Butter - P185/350G
cashew cookies - P165/380G

their Products include:
taMarind concentrate - P100

candied toMato - P100
taMarind - P75-P100

their Products include:
coffee in tea BaG - P50 (for Pack of 5)

Ground Blend coffee - P150/250G
Pure Ground roBusta - P150/250G

soya Milk - P25/Bottle
soy coffee - P150/200G

Gracielos Cashew ProductsBakhita Herbs and Tea www.masiglaproducts.com
Cafe de Cabuyao

Supplieslink

Mer Layson
Ang Magsasakang Reporter

*All pictures (except Mer Layson) taken from their respective FB pages/websites *Prices are subject to change without prior notice



MEKA
ALAMANMga kaalaman tungkol sa

mekanisasyon

Ano-anong mga gender-friendly 
technologies ng PHilMech?

COFFEE MOISTURE METER

Ang Coffee Moisture Meter ay ginagamit para masukat 
ang moisture content ng kape bago ito ibenta o i-imbak. 
Ito ay mas mabilis at madaling gamitin. Maaari itong 
gamitin sa Arabica, Liberica at Robusta na kape. Sa pag-
gamit nito, masisigurado ang kalidad ng produktong kape.
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PROBE TYPE GRAIN MOISTURE METER

Ang Probe Type Grain Moisture Meter ay ginagamit 
upang makuha ang moisture content ng palay 
at mais. Ang pagsukat nito ay wasto, tulad sa 
pangkaraniwan na moisture meter. Ito ay madali ng 
gamitin sa mga naka-sakong palay o mais.



IMPELLER COMPACT RICE MILL

Ang Compact Impeller Rice Mill ay para sa 
mga lugar na walang malalaking rice mill. 
Ang teknolohiyang ito ay maliit at hindi 
nangangailangan ng maluwang na paglulugaran. 
May sarili na itong kiskisan na puwedeng 
makagawa ng brown at white rice at ito ay may 
mataas na milling recovery.

COFFEE DEPULPER

Ginagamit ang Coffee Depulper para mabawasan ang 
pagsira ng coffee cherries habang ito ay tinatanggalan ng 
sapal. Ang teknolohiyang ito ay madali lang buhatin o ilipat 
ng lugar, hindi ito magastos gamitin, madali lang gamitin at 
siguradong mataas lagi ang kalidad ng kape na magagawa 
nito.
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Ang mga sagot ay makikita sa loob ng magasin

PAHALANG

4. Multi-Commodity Solar Tunnel Dryer
7. Kalakal na ginagamit ni Lany Cayog sa kanyang 
negosyo
8. Siya ang tinuturing Gender and Development 
Focal person ng PHilMech
9. Bukod sa mangga, isa itong kalakal na 
pinoproseso din ng isang kumpanya sa Guimaras 
na gumagamit ang teknolohiya ng PHilMech

PABABA

1. Isang teknolohiya ng PHilMech na tumutulong 
uriin ang manga bago ito i-export
2. Gender and Development
3. Ang kumpanyang ito na galing Guimaras ay 
gumagawa ng produkto galing sa mangga
5. Kalakal na ginagamit ni Princess Fabrigas sa 
kanyang negosyo
6. Award na binibigay ng Philippine Commission on 
Women

Tanda 
mo pa ba?
Ang mga sagot ay nasa Ingles at Filipino



Buhay magsasaka ay di biro,
Bilad sa araw, nag-aararo

Kaya’t kababaiha’y sinasabihan,
Trabahong si ama at kuya’y baunan.

Si ina at ate inatasan,
Gawaing bahay na lang pag-ukulan

Tila kakayahan nila’y namamaliit,
Kinakadenang pilit.

Lulubog lilitaw ang araw,
Maghapong sa bintana’y nakadungaw
Sa pagkakagapos gustong makaalpas,

Nais mamukadkad gaya ng rosas.

Kasarian huwag gawing batayan,
Sa pagbibigay kalayaan

Kung malakas ang kalalakihan,
Ganun din naman ang kababaihan.

Karangalang maging bayani ng bukid,
Huwag ipagkait, ligaya ang hatid
Tanawing luntian kahali-halina,

Halik ng preskong hangin payapa.

Pagkakapantay-pantay ay igawad,
Magtulungan para sa pag unlad ng pagsasaka sa agrikulturang 

kalidad
Sa tulong ng mga bagong makinarya,

Hatid ang ginhawa para sa lalaki o babaeng magsasaka.

Wala sa kasarian 'yan!
Isinulat ni John Emil A. Raguindin

TULARAWAN
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Ang agrikultura ay kaagapay sa buhay
Upang masiguro na may pagkain sa bawat hapag-kainan

Iba’t-ibang kwento ang matutunghayan
Sa likod ng mga ginintuang butil sa mga kabukiran

Binubungkal ng mga magsasaka ang tigang na lupa
Hawak ang araro na kalabaw ang humihila

Tumatagaktak ang pawis ngunit hindi alintana
Dahil pangarap ang ani na sagana

Sa paglipas ng panahon, gumagaan ang pagsasaka
Dahil sa mekanisasyon at makabagong teknolohiya

Mula sa pagpupunla hanggang sa anihan
Marami nang makinarya ang maaasahan

Babae o lalaki, walang anumang pamantayan 
Ang mekanisasyon ay para sa lahat ng kasarian

Nagbibigay ng ginhawa sa mga pagod na katawan
At binabago nito ang mga maling nakasanayan

Salamat sa PHilMech sa pagbuo ng mga makinarya
Upang matulungan ang buhay ng bawat magsasaka
Sa tulong ng mekanisasyon, nagkaroon ng pag-asa
Bumaba ang nasasayang na butil at tumaas ang kita

Mas madali na ngayon ang pagsasaka
Ang kalidad ng produkto ay lalong gumanda

Nabawasan din ang gastusin na dati ay sakit sa bulsa
Tunay ngang biyaya ang paggamit ng makinarya

Sana ay maging bukas ang isipan
Tangkilin ang mga bagong natuklasan

Upang magkaroon ng sapat na pagkain sa lamesa
At mabigyan ng gintong alay ang bansa

ang Mekanisasyon 
ay para sa lahat

Isinulat ni Karen Mei Cariaga-Caro
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Nagsimula ang PHilMech bilang National Postharvest Institute for Research and Extension (NAPHIRE) 
noong 1978 sa pamamagitan ng Presidential Decree No. 1380. Ang NAPHIRE ay naging attached agency ng 
Department of Agriculture noong 1986. Naging Bureau of Postharvest Research and Extension (BPRE) ito 
noong 1992 dahil sa Executive Order 116. Ang BPRE ay naging PHilMech noong 2009 dahil sa EO 366 o ang 
Rationalization Program ng gobyerno.

Habang ang buong mundo ay patuloy na lumalaban sa epekto ng COVID-19, tuloy pa rin ang trabaho ng 
mga kawani ng PHilMech upang ang ating mga magsasaka at mangingisda ay mapaglingkuran sa gitna ng 
pandemya. Nararapat lamang ito dahil ang mga magsasaka at mangingisda ay patuloy na nagtratrabaho upang 
mabigyan ng pagkain ang kanilang pamilya at kapwa Pilipino.

Sa ikalawang taon ng Rice Competitiveness Enhancement Program, na kung saan nangunguna ang PHilMech sa 
programa ng mekanisasyon, patuloy ang pamamahagi ng makinarya sa ibat-ibang asosasyon ng magsasaka sa 
buong PIlipinas kasabay ang mga on-line training o ang bagong normal na pagsasanay.

Kahit may pandemya, sisisguraduhin ng PHilMech na maipa-abot nito ang kaniyang tulong sa mga 
magsasakang nangangailangan ng mga makinaryang pansaka at makatapos-ani. Ito ay gagawin sa ligtas at 
maingat na paraan upang ang ating mga magsasaka ay kayang makipagsabayan sa mga magsasaka sa karatig 
bansa.

ITO ANG
PHILMECH
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